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Review of previous action items

**Decision:** We choose option “OW2@GitHub aggregator” (second option).
**Action CHA:** Initiates a wiki page about this mirroring architecture.
  ➔ Still to be done (check with CHA).
**Action ALE:** Identifies mature projects which have their source code outside OW2
  ➔ In progress.
**Action JCA:** Add mention on maven.ow2.org pointing to the new Nexus repository.
  ➔ Done
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**Action JCA:** Installs XWiki 3.x latest
   → Done, version 3.2 installed.

**Action ALE:** Once this is done, send mail to projects
   → To be done


**Action JCA:** Close the proposal on the Forge

**Action ALE/JCA:** Update the link on the Forge, on website, so that people use the new page.
   → To be done.

**Action ALE:** Check with Marc Dalmau about using SVN or Gitorious for Kalimucho’s code.
   → To be done.

**Next TC meetings**

The next Technology Council meeting should take place by IRC early March.

**Action ALE/GSA:** propose dates in a doodle.

We are planning 3 face-to-face meetings this year:

- Cloud Computing World Expo, 28-29 March, Paris
- Solutions Linux, 19-21 June, Paris
  [http://www.ow2.org/view/Events/Solutions_Linux](http://www.ow2.org/view/Events/Solutions_Linux)
- OW2Con 2012, 28-29 November

**Infrastructure**

**GIT mirror**

This item will be rediscussed with Christophe Hamerling on the mailing list.

**Tools update (Atlassian versions, …)**

Atlassian Crowd installation by JCA in progress for unifying logins.

**Project wiki migration**

XWiki farm version 3.2 installed by JCA for projects (see action items above).

**Download statistics**

Download statistics have been cleaned up by JCA, archive projects are not counted any more, and images/documents have been excluded.

---
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Project proposal page (migration to new page)

Still to be done (see action items above).

Forge update

We all agree that our OW2 GForge instance is out of date.

OW2 has received an offer to host our Forge on SourceForge.

ALE has checked the possibility to migrate to FusionForge (uptodate follow-up to GForge), which seems to be the easiest solution for the short term.

CES mentioned the possibility to use CloudBees.

In general, we discussed the necessary for an integrated Forge versus a la carte services for projects, with some integration (minimum being identification).

Moreover, it is important that the source code of OW2 projects be on OW2 infrastructure.

Ask for JCA’s advice, summarize discussion and start a thread on TC. When ideas on thread gets mature, open a TC wiki discussion page.

SQuAT update

OMM deployment (status of self-evaluation)

5 self-evaluation received so far, reminders are being sent individually.

Projects should not hesitate to ask for help from ALE if necessary.

FOSSology

We are still waiting for a status update from the FOSSology people. In the mean time, ALE can use the privately installed instance of FOSSology at Orange if needed.

Sonar (Bamboo tasks)

ALE has asked project leads to identify the location of their code base and the pom to use.

CES raised the problem of modular projects which do not have a single pom (70 modules for Chameleon) and which use a reactor pom.

TSR status

The previous TSRR version proved to be difficult to install on OW2 infrastructure. New re-engineered version to be installed on OW2 infrastructure soon.

Global status of SQuAT and enforcement calendar

SQuAT is compulsory for all OW2 Mature projects.
The idea is to deploy OMM + Sonar + Fossology + Antepedia now, and have it complete by April/May 2012.

**OW2 projects**

**New projects**

No new submitted projects at the moment.


**Mentors**

[http://www.ow2.org/view/Technology_Council/Mentors](http://www.ow2.org/view/Technology_Council/Mentors) page seems up to date.

We also mentioned the idea of a pool of potential mentors, which could put their names on this page to encourage potential new projects to get in touch with us.

**Migration to mature**

Note that, in addition to current mature projects, WebLab, Talend Open Studio are still pending (recent contact with WebLab, need to re-contact Cedric Carbone for Talend). Philippe Merle has also expressed that Frascati should be eligible for being mature.

Regarding systematic review of all projects, we discussed the fact that it should not be yet-another-process (too many processes), but rather a mix of automated information gathering (using tools like ohloh does, maybe using SpagoBI – Engineering has offered to implement an activity dashboard using SpagoBI), together with interactive individual exchange with each project.

The Mature project review process will be discussed mid March with Cedric Thomas when he visits Grenoble.

**Upcoming events**

- Cloud Computing World Expo, Paris, 28-29 March


OW2 will hold its general assembly there on 28 March.

- Solutions Linux, Paris, June 19-21,

[http://www.ow2.org/view/Events/Solutions_Linux](http://www.ow2.org/view/Events/Solutions_Linux)